Supplies
•

Toilet Paper Roll cut 2 1/2
inches
• Yellow, red, brown, and light
blue construction paper
• 3 or 4 pony beads
• Glue stick, stapler
• Tape, and a black pen
• The STRAW is for the
TURKEY CALLER
(instructions on the worksheet)

Turkey Rattle

1. Cut two head shapes out of
the light blue paper (about 1 ¼
inches) and a tear drop shape
(1 inch) out of the red paper.
The tear drop shape is the
caruncles of the turkey. Glue it
to one of the heads.
2. Next, glue the two heads
together. For the snood, fold a
piece of red paper (an inch)
and cut a Florida shape with
the fold being the top of
Florida. Put glue on the snood
and place over the beak with
the fold crease in line with the
beak. Press together.

3. Draw an eye on your turkey head. Turn it
over and draw another eye. Staple one end of
the toilet paper roll for the turkey body.

4. Squish the toilet paper roll opening
in the opposite direction of the
stapled side. When you put the two
sides together, the toilet paper roll
makes a pyramid shape. Tape the end
of the turkey neck to the inside of the
toilet paper roll. Put beads inside.

Turkey Call Example

Instructions on the turkey
worksheet.

5. Next, staple the opening shut. (You might
need help from a grown up for this.)

6. Cut two right angle pie shapes. The
brown paper pie shape is 2 ½ inches
on the straight sides. The yellow paper
pie shape is three inches on the
straight sides. Glue the brown to the
yellow matching the right angles.

GOBBLE

7. Tape the tail to the bottom of the turkey. I taped
it about ½ inch in from the stapled edge of the
body. Bend the tail up and your turkey is ready to

GOBBLE, GOBBLE , SHAKE!

